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Abstract

A secure messaging protocol, such as the Signal protocol, provides end-to-end encrypted asyn-
chronous communication. This paper focuses on a secure group messaging (SGM) protocol, and
proposes a method capable of hiding membership information from the viewpoint of non group mem-
bers, which we call “membership privacy”. In this work, we add membership privacy to the Asyn-
chronous Ratcheting Trees (ART) protocol (proposed by Cohn-Gordon et al., (ACM CCS 2018)).
For hiding membership-related values in the setup phase, we employ a key-private and robust public-
key encryption (Abdalla et al., TCC2010/JoC2018). Moreover, we introduce a group common key to
encrypt membership information in the key update phase. Our modification achieves asymptotically
the same efficiency of the ART protocol in the setup phase. Any additional cost for key update does
not depend on the number of group members. Therefore, the proposed protocol can add membership
privacy to the ART protocol with a quite small overhead. Specifically, one encryption and decryp-
tion of a symmetric-key encryption scheme and one execution of a key-derivation function for each
key update are employed. Finally, we discuss how to extend our protocol to provide sender-specific
authentication, dynamic groups, group-size hiding, and how to adopt our technique to the Messaging
Layer Security (MLS) protocol. We note that, although Chase et al. (ACM CCS 2020) have consid-
ered the same notion, their proposal is an extension of Signal so called “Pairwise Signal” where a
group message is repeatedly sent over individual Signal channels. Thus their protocol is not scalable.

Keyworkds: Secure Group Messaging, Asynchronous Ratcheting Trees, Messaging Layer Security
protocol

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Since a secure messaging protocol called Signal was analyzed by Cohn-Gordon et al. [2], researches
on secure messaging have been much popular. Besides end-to-end encryption, secure messaging proto-
cols provide asynchronicity where a sender is not required to aware whether a receiver is online or not,
forward secrecy (FS) where even if state information (i.e., long-term secret keys or any values used in
subsequent operations) is leaked, previously derived session keys are still hidden, and post-compromise
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security (PCS) where if an intermediate stage completes with no corruption by an adversary after all of
secrets are compromised, then subsequent stages are still secure. Basically, a key update procedure is
crucial for providing FS and PCS. The Signal protocol consists of two subprotocols, X3DH (Extended
Triple Diffie-Hellman) and double ratcheting, and Hashimoto et al. [3] and Alwen et al. [4] proposed
a generic construction, respectively. Analyzing the Signal protocol is still an ongoing research area,
e.g., [5,6]. In addition to two-party messaging, secure group messaging (SGM) protocols also have been
proposed [7–14].

On Membership Privacy in SGM. As an SGM scenario, let us assume that a user participates in an
online symposium (with many sessions) several times; for example, when the symposium consists of
many courses held at different days. Then, due to asynchronicity, the organizer can set up the online
system, even if the participants are offline. Also, due to FS and PCS, the past and future contents are
not disclosed, even if the present secret information is disclosed. This is important for a pay-per-view
service. Let us consider a privacy if the symposium is held in offline. In this case, a participant is aware
of who participates in the symposium (here, we simply consider that he/she can see other participants in
the venue), whereas it would be better to hide the participants in the symposium from the nonparticipants,
unless the organizer intentionally discloses the membership information, and all participants agree with
it. Moreover, if one knows that a particular person speaks more than the others, then this person might be
identified. Thus, it would be better to hide the speakers (according to the anonymity in the usual sense).
Therefore, in SGM related to multiple participants, where membership privacy (containing anonymity),
is very important. Chase et al. [15] have considered the same notion. In their protocol, a central server
manages an encrypted member list, and each group member anonymously authenticates to the server via
an anonymous credential system. Because the SGM protocol is an extension of the Signal protocol so
called “Pairwise Signal” where each group member needs to run the (one-to-one) Signal protocol for all
other group members, respectively, their protocol is not scalable. So, to the best of our knowledge, no
such a SGM protocol (with scalability) has been proposed so far.

We remark that anonymity is not enough to provide membership privacy. For example, signatures
providing anonymity, such as group signatures [16] and ring signatures [17] can hide a user generating
a signature. However, the membership information of a user belonging to the group/ring is not usually
hidden. Because of this issue, Backes et al. [18] extended the security definitions of fully dynamic group
signatures [19] and proposed a group signature scheme providing membership privacy.1 In this case
study on group signature context, simple anonymity cannot provide membership privacy. Therefore, it
is necessary to consider how to provide membership privacy in the SGM context. We discuss it more in
Section 2.1.

1.2 Our Contribution

In this work,2 we introduce membership privacy, which hides the participants and also the participant
who sends a message, and add membership privacy to the Asynchronous Ratcheting Trees (ART) pro-
tocol proposed by Cohn-Gordon et al. [7].3 Basically, the original key update procedure is not mod-

1As a remark, although basically group-size hiding is not considered in [18], they insisted that it can be hidden by adding
dummy group members.
2Martiny et al. [20] analyzed the sealed sender functionality (See Section 2.2) and showed that it can be broken by identifying
the sender. They assumed that most messages receive a quick response, i.e., when a user device receives a message, the device
will automatically send back a delivery receipt to the sender. In our work, such a deanonymization attack due to quick responses
and due to communication-related value such as IP address are out of the scope, and it is not considered.
3Cohn-Gordon et al. [7] introduced an initiator who setups a group and generates initial secret keys of group members. We
remark that the initiator does not know secret keys of group members after key updating. Thus we assume that the initiator is
trusted in the setup phase (as in the ART protocol). In the above mentioned online symposium, the organizer can be an initiator,
and we do not consider initiator anonymity since the organizer is obviously a member.
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ified. This enables us to employ FS and PCS of the ART protocol directly. We consider to keep the
efficiency of the ART protocol as much as possible even membership privacy is additionally provided.
Precisely, for the number of users n who belon to the SGM protocol, the ART protocol requires O(n)
(resp. O(logn)) computational and communication costs in the setup phase for the initiator (resp. for
each user), and requires O(logn) computational and communication costs in the key update phase, For
hiding membership-related values in the setup phase, we employ key-private and robust public-key en-
cryption [21, 22]. Our modification achieves asymptotically the same efficiency of the ART protocol in
the setup phase. It is noted that the ART protocol introduces a group common key called a “stage key”
to add a message authentication code (MAC). The aim is to authenticate updated public keys (See Sec-
tion 3). We also introduce a similar common key to encrypt membership information in the key update
phase because a group common key provides anonymity. The additional key update cost does not de-
pend on the number of group members by employing the common MAC key-generation procedure of the
ART protocol. Specifically, one encryption and decryption of a symmetric-key encryption scheme and
one execution of a key-derivation function for each key update are employed. In this way, membership
privacy can be added to the ART protocol with a quite small overhead. Finally, we discuss how to extend
our protocol to provide sender-specific authentication, dynamic groups, group-size hiding, and how to
adopt our technique to the Messaging Layer Security (MLS) protocol.

1.3 Differences from the Proceedings Version

An extended abstract appeared at the 23rd World Conference on Information Security Applications,
WISA 2022 [1]. This is the full version. We added Section 2 (differences between membership privacy
and previous security definitions such as anonymity, sealed sender in the Signal protocol, and denia-
bility), and Section 5 (how to extend our protocol to provide sender-specific authentication, dynamic
groups, group-size hiding, and how to adopt our technique to the Messaging Layer Security (MLS) pro-
tocol). We also added several explanations of the ART protocol and our protocol which were omitted in
the Proceedings version due to the page limitation.

2 Differences between Membership Privacy and Previous Security Defi-
nitions

2.1 Anonymity

In membership privacy, the participants and the user who sends a message are hidden. That is, member-
ship privacy implies anonymity (in the sense of group and ring signatures context). On the other hand, as
mentioned above, simple anonymity does not provide membership privacy. Actually, Chen et al. [23,24]
have considered to add anonymity to the ART protocol that hides the user who sent a message. However,
they did not consider hiding membership information. As a result, membership information can be dis-
closed in their protocol. It is noted that they introduced a trusted third party (TTP) to hide the position
information, which is necessary for key updating (See Section 3). However, it is highly undesirable to
introduce a TTP in the end-to-end encryption context.

2.2 Sealed Sender in the Signal Protocol

In the Signal protocol, a message can be sent when the Signal server recognizes receiver information,
i.e., sender information is not necessary for message sending. Thus, a function called “sealed sender”
has been implemented, where an encrypted message contains sender information. Martiny et al. [20]
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extended the sealed sender functionality to hide receiver information by introducing an additional mail-
box. In a two-party communication, hiding both sender and receiver information matches our goal.
However, it is not clear whether hiding both sender and receiver information implies hiding membership
information when the group (more precisely, more than and not equal to two-party) communication is
considered. For example, as in group and ring signatures, anonymity can be realized by hiding the actual
signer, without hiding the members of the group. Therefore, it is not clear whether a simple SGM variant
of the Signal protocol called “Pairwise Signal” (i.e., a sender sends the same message to all other group
members repeatedly over an individual Signal channel), provides membership privacy. As mentioned
above, Chase et al. [15] have added membership privacy to the Pairwise Signal, their protocol is not
scalable.

2.3 Deniability

Deniability in key exchange protocols guarantees that a protocol transcript can be simulated by pub-
lic values only, namely, no information that used its own secret value to provide the transcript is re-
vealed [25]. Deniability in the Signal protocol has also been considered [3,26]. Here, we concentrate on
the results reported by Hashimoto et al. [3]. Deniability was implemented by employing ring signatures.
Ring signatures provide anonymity; a verifier can check whether a signer is a member of a ring (specified
by the signer) or not. This means that membership information, i.e., those that are members of the ring, is
always public for verification. On the other hand, even if membership information is not infringed, there
is no guarantee that a protocol transcript can be simulated by the public values only. Thus, deniability
and membership privacy are different notions and are incompatible.

3 Cohn-Gordon et al. SGM Protocol (ART)

In this section, the Cohn-Gordon et al. SGM protocol [7], called Asynchronous Ratcheting Trees (ART),
is described. Let G be a group with prime order p, and H : G→ Zp be a hash function.4 Furthermore, a
key-derivation function (KDF), which is used to derive a stage key, is modeled as a random oracle.5

Basically, the ART protocol described in [7] is a tree Diffie–Hellman (DH) key agreement. Each
user is assigned to a leaf node, and a secret key of a parent node is defined as the DH key of the children
nodes. More specifically, let a secret key of a node be K1 ∈ Zp, and a secret key of the sibling node be
K2 ∈ Zp. Then, each public key is defined as gK1 and gK2 , respectively. From the DH key gK1K2 , the
secret key and the public key of the parent node are defined as H(gK1K2) and gH(gK1K2 ). A four-user case
is shown in Fig. 1. Finally, the secret key of the root node H(gK5K6) is defined as the current tree key tk,
which is used to derive a stage key stgk (this part is explained later).
Setup Phase. Next, we explain how to asynchronously setup these node secret keys K. The basic concept
is to employ a strong one-round authenticated key exchange protocol. The initiator runs the protocol
“locally” using his/her own secret keys and a public key of a group member. Let us assume that each user
publishes a key pair (IK,EK) in a PKI. Here, IK stands for “identity key”, and EK stands for “ephemeral
prekey”. The corresponding secret keys are denoted as ik and ek, respectively. Intuitively (which is not
entirely correct), (IK, ik) is a key pair of a signature scheme used for authentication, (EK,ek) is a key
pair of a key exchange protocol, and EK is defined as EK = gek. For a strong one-round authenticated
key exchange protocol, it is required that

KeyExchange(ikI, IKR,ekI,EKR) = KeyExchange(ikR, IKI,ekR,EKI)

4In [7], H is defined as a mapping from a group element to a Zp element that uses the corresponding DH key as the secret key
of the parent node. For simplicity, we define H as a hash function.
5Cohn-Gordon et al. employed HKDF with SHA256 for key derivation.
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Figure 1: DH Tree

holds. That is, a key generated by the secret key of an initiator (ikI,ekI) and a public key of a receiver
(IKR,EKR) is equal to a key generated by a secret key of the receiver (ikR,ekR) and the secret key of the
initiator (IKI,EKI). Cohn-Gordon et al. stated that although any key exchange protocol satisfying the
above requirement can be employed, they assumed X3DH [27] as the underlying key exchange protocol.
Due to the one-round key exchange, the initiator (and a group member) can locally run the key exchange
protocol if the public key of the partner is obtained. Thus, they can asynchronously (i.e., regardless of
the partner being online or offline) exchange a key. Next, the setup procedure is described.

The setup phase run by an initiator is described as follows. Let n be the group size, and the initiator
is also a member of the group. For simplicity, the initiator is regarded as the user 1, and (IK1,EK1) is the
initiator’s public key managed by the PKI.

[Initiator]:

1. Randomly choose a setup key suk ∈ Zp, and compute SUK= gsuk.

2. Obtain other members’ key pairs n−1 {(IKi,EKi)}n
i=2 from PKI.

3. Randomly choose K1 ∈ Zp.

4. For (IKi,EKi) (i = 2,3, . . . ,n), locally run the underlying strong one round authenticated key ex-
change protocol Ki← KeyExchange(ik1, IKi,suk,EKi). Here, the initiator indicates ik1 and suk as
secret keys.

5. Compute all public keys associated to nodes to the tree T = (gK1 , . . . ,gK2n−2). Here, the root node
is excluded. Moreover, delete all secret keys (except K1) (K2, . . . ,K2n−2).

6. Generate a signature σ on ({(IKi,EKi)}i∈[1,n],SUK,T ) using ik1.

7. Broadcast ({(IKi,EKi)}i∈[1,n],SUK,T ) and σ .

Each user i ∈ [2,n] receives ({(IKi,EKi)}i∈[1,n],SUK,T ) and σ , and runs the following procedure.

[User i (i ∈ [2,n])]:

1. Check the validity of σ using the verification key IK1.

2. If σ is valid, then run Ki← KeyExchange(iki, IK1,eki,SUK).

3. Compute the tree key tk using Ki and public keys T
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4. Derive the stage key stgk← KDF(0, tk,{IKi}i∈[1,n],T ).

Key Update Phase. Next, we explain how the secret and public keys are updated. When a user updates
his/her own secret key K, he/she randomly selects K′ ∈ Zp and computes public keys on the path (i.e.,
from the leaf node associated with the user to the root node). All group members can derive the tree
key using their own secret key and updated public keys. However, they need to know which public keys
are updated. Thus, the position information, which indicates which leaf node is assigned to the user, is
additionally required. Furthermore, these public keys are required to be generated by a group member.
Thus, the user computes a MAC for the position information and public keys on the path, and broadcasts
the MAC, his/her position information, and the public keys. Here, the MAC key is the current stage key
stgk. After receiving the MAC, any group member can check the validity of the MAC since these group
members also have a stgk. If the MAC is valid, the group members derive the new tree key and the new
stage key. Specifically, each user i ∈ [1,n] runs the procedure described below. Let the current secret key
be Ki and the position information be j.

[User i (i ∈ [1,n])]:

1. Randomly choose K′i ∈ Zp.

2. Compute public keys on the path (i.e., from the leaf node associated with the user i to the root
node). Here, the public key of the root node is excluded because the secret key of the root node is
regarded as the tree key. Let T ′ be a set of updated public keys.

3. Compute a MAC on j||T ′ using stgk, and broadcast the MAC and j||T ′.

4. Remove stgk and derive the new stage key using the new tree key.

Each user k ∈ [1,n]\{i} receives the MAC and j||T ′, and runs the following procedure.

[User k (k ∈ [1,n]\{i})]:

1. Check the validity of the MAC using stgk.

2. If the MAC is valid, then remove stgk and derive the new stage key using the new tree key.

An example of user 2 updating K2 to K′2 is shown in Fig. 2. User 2 randomly selects K′2 ∈Zp and removes
the old K2. Then, user 2 computes not only gK′2 associated with his/her own leaf node, but also gK′5 , where
K′5 = H((gK1)K′2). User 2 also computes a MAC using the current stgk on 2||(gK′2 ,gK′5) (here “2” is the
position information) and derives the new stage key using the new tree key tk′ = H(gK′5K6) such that
stgk′←KDF(stgk, tk′,{IKi}i∈[1,n],T ′′), where T ′′ is a set of public keys replacing gK2 and gK5 to gK′2 and
gK′5 , respectively, i.e., T ′′ = (gK1 ,gK′2 ,gK3 ,gK4 ,gK′5 ,gK6). stgk′ will be used for computing a MAC in the
next key update. Finally, user 2 broadcasts the MAC and (2,gK′2 ,gK′5), derives tk′ and stgk′ locally, and
removes the previous tk and stgk. When a group member receives (2,gK′2 ,gK′5) and the MAC, he/she
derives tk′ and stgk′ and removes the previous tk and stgk if the MAC is valid.

Security: Here, we briefly explain that the ART protocol provides FS and PCS. FS requires that even
if long-term secret keys (ik,ek) and random values selected in latter stages are revealed after a user
computes a tree key tk, tk still remains secret from nongroup members. Intuitively, the ART protocol
provides FS due to the randomness of the updated key K′. That is, K′ is independently selected by the
previous key K. Thus, knowledge of K′ does not affect that of K. We emphasize that K needs to be
erased in the key update phase mentioned above, and K is not included in the state information. Here,
implicitly assume that a user, whose state information is disclosed, has updated his/her own key at least
once. If no key update is run, the leaf key K is computed by the long-term secret keys (and public keys
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Figure 2: DH Tree (Update)

of the initiator). Thus, the tree key can be derived. Moreover, implicitly assume that state information
disclosure occurs after at least two key updates. If only one key update is run, the previous tree key can
be computed by the long-term secret keys (and public keys of the initiator), and FS does not hold. In
summary, when n ≥ 3, the ART protocol provides FS if all group members run the key update at least
once.

PCS requires that even if all secret values are disclosed, a tree key tk shared in an after stage still
remains secret from nongroup members if one no-disclosure stage exists. Since a stateless protocol does
not provide PCS [28], a stage key stgk′ is derived by the current tree key tk′ and the previous stage key
stgk, where stgk′ ← KDF(stgk, tk′,{IKi}i∈[1,n],T ′). Let us assume that an adversary obtains a user’s
secret values at a particular stage, and another user runs the key update in the next stage without the
adversary being involved. Then, the adversary can compute the current tree key from the secret values
obtained in the previous stage and the current public keys broadcasted by the user. Therefore, the user,
whose secret key has been disclosed, is required to run the key update (i.e., the user randomly selects
K′) without the adversary being involved. In this way, the adversary cannot compute the current tree
key since he/she does not know K′. At the same time, the adversary cannot derive the current stage key
stgk′ since the current tree key is required. However, the adversary knows the previous stage key stgk,
and thus, the adversary can send a message with a MAC computed by stgk. Thus, implicitly, the user is
required to run the key update and send the updated public keys and his/her position information with a
MAC computed by stgk before the adversary sends a message. In summary, the ART protocol provides
PCS after a user, whose secret key has been disclosed, runs the key update once without the adversary
being involved.

A formal security analysis is explained below. A key-derivation function KDF is modeled as a ran-
dom oracle. Furthermore, according to Cohn-Gordon et al., the pseudorandom-function oracle-Diffie–
Hellman (PRF-ODH) assumption is required to hold over G [29]. In [7], an unauthorized version of
the protocol, where all initial leaf keys Ki are defined by EKi and SUK (i.e., Ki = H(gekisuk)), and no
IKi is involved, is initially introduced. Then, it is proved that stage keys are indistinguishable against a
random value under the PRF-ODH assumption in the random oracle model. A model for multistage key
exchange defined by Fischlin-Günther [30] is extended in the SGM context as a security model,. Next,
the authenticated version, which employs a strong one-round authenticated key exchange protocol for
the initial key setup phase, is introduced, and its security is analyzed by TAMARIN Prover [31]. Note
that in the Brende et al. paper [29], the PRF-ODH assumption basically requires PRF(gxy,V ), where gxy

is a DH key and V is an input of the pseudo-random function PRF, look random. Here, an adversary is
allowed to obtain gx, gy, and V , and access the ODHx oracle, which takes S and V as input and returns
PRF(Sx,V ). Similarly, the adversary is allowed to access the ODHy oracle. In the Cohn-Gordon et al.
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paper [7], a “nonoracle” version of the PRF-ODH assumption was introduced, where (gx, gy, H(gxy))
and (gx, gy, H(gz)) are indistinguishable for a random z ∈ Zp. However, this assumption is the same as
the hashed DH assumption [32].

4 Proposed SGM Protocol Providing Membership Privacy

In this section, we present the proposed SGM protocol, which provides membership privacy by extending
the ART protocol. For simplicity, we assume that a key is updated when a message is sent. Thus, hiding
the user who sends a message is the same as hiding the user who updates a key. We assume that a
particular user has the role of initiator, and the user always participates in groups (although any user can
be an initiator for each group in the ART protocol). Moreover, no membership privacy for the initiator is
considered. If a path size, i.e., the number of nodes from a leaf to the root is not the same for all users,
the size detracts anonymity. Therefore, we employ a complete binary tree structure (although any binary
tree structure can be employed in the ART protocol).

High-level Description. We extract which part of the ART protocol leaks membership privacy, and
briefly explain how to provide membership privacy.

1. In the setup phase, a set of public kyes of group members {(IKi,EKi)}i∈[1,n] is contained to a
message ({(IKi,EKi)}i∈[1,n],SUK,T ) sent from the initiator. We do not consider to hide (IK1,EK1)
because these keys are for the initiator.

• For hiding {(IKi,EKi)}i∈[2,n], we employ key private and robust public key encryption [21,
22]. Briefly, for different two key pairs (PK,DK)←KeyGen(1k) and (PK′,DK′)←KeyGen(1k),
and for a ciphertext C← Ecn(PK,M) of a message M under PK, it is key private when no
information of PK is revealed from C, and it is robust if ⊥← Dec(C,DK′). Moreover, it is
weak robust when C is generated by the Ecn algorithm.6 This essentially employs a generic
construction of anonymous broadcast encryption proposed by Libert et al. [33].

• In addition to (IK,EK), we assume that a public key PK of a key private and robust public key
encryption scheme is also managed by PKI. In the setup phase, the initiator chooses a secret
key k for a symmetric encryption scheme, encrypts {(IKi,EKi)}i∈[2,n] using k, and encrypts
k and position information of a user i using PKi. Each user can obtain {(IKi,EKi)}i∈[2,n] and
own position information only if the user i is a member.

• Since the ART protocol requires O(n) computation and communication costs for the initiator,
additionally employing key private and robust public key encryption in the setup phase does
not affect asymptotic complexity of the original protocol. However, if we directly employ
key private and robust public key encryption, the efficiency of each user in the setup phase is
worsened from O(logn) to O(n) due to the decryption procedure. That is, if each user does
not know which ciphertext can be decrypted owing to key privacy, then n/2-times decryp-
tions are required on average. Thus, we additionally employ a tag-based hint system [33]
that provides efficient decryption. Employing the hint system achieves asymptotically the
same efficiency of the ART protocol in the setup phase. Briefly, a hint system consists of
(KeyGenh,Hint, Invert): the key generation algorithm KeyGenh takes a security parameter as
input, and outputs a key pair (PKh,DKh). The hint generation algorithm Hint takes a tag t,

6Such a public key encryption scheme can be constructed easily. For example, for a key private public key encryption scheme,
e.g., the ElGamal encryption, a random R is contained to a public key and for encryption of M, encrypt M||R. The decryption
algorithm decrypts a ciphertext, obtains M||R′, and outputs M if R′ = R and ⊥, otherwise.
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a public key PKh, and a random coin r, and outputs a pair (U,H). The inversion algorithm
Invert takes DKh, t, and U as input, and outputs either a hint H or ⊥. Here, U only depends
on r and not on PKh, and the same r and U are commonly used for all users. Moreover,
two security notions hold where, Anonymity: hints generated under two distinct public keys
are indistinguishable, and Strong robustness: for two distinct secret keys DKh

0 6= DKh
1 and

a common (t,U), the same hint is not generated, i.e., Invert(DKh
0, t,U) 6= Invert(DKh

1, t,U)
holds.
We remark that the Libert et al. construction provides recipient anonymity even from the
view point of group members. In our purpose, i.e., providing membership privacy from the
viewpoint of non group members, outsider anonymity [34, 35], where a group member may
break anonymity, is sufficient and then the ciphertext size can be reduced. However, the
initiator needs to generate secret keys of users using a master secret key, and needs to issue
the keys to users. This does not match asynchronicity of SGM.

2. In the key update phase, a user who updates the key declares position information. This informa-
tion distinguishes users that detracts anonymity.

• It is required that only the group members obtain the position information. We concentrate
on the authentication in the key update phase of the ART protocol, which employs a common
stage key as a MAC key. Such a common key provides anonymity.7 Therefore, each user,
who updates the key, encrypts his/her position information using a common encryption key.

• For PCS, this common encryption key needs to be updated. For this purpose, hash chains are
employed as in the ART protocol. Let mack be a MAC key, which was originally described
as stgk, and let enck be an encryption key. In the setup phase, mack is derived from 0 and the
first tree key, whereas enck is derived from 1 and the first tree key. Both are derived from the
current tree key and the previous mack and enck, respectively. This structure enables PCS.
As in the authentication in the ART protocol, only the group members can derive enck and
obtain the position information of the user who updates the key. Moreover, by employing a
common encryption key, anonymity is not detracted.

• Any additional cost for key update does not depend on the number of group members (specif-
ically, one encryption and decryption of a symmetric-key encryption scheme and one execu-
tion of a key-derivation function for each key update are employed). In this way, membership
privacy can be added to the ART protocol with a quite small overhead.

3. When a stage key is derived, a set of public keys of group members {IKi}i∈[1,n] is contained to the
input of KDF.

• Due to the {IKi}i∈[1,n] encryption in the setup phase, only the group members know which
identity key is included. Thus, one may think that each user locally stores {IKi}i∈[1,n] and then
uses it to derive the stage key. However, if an adversary obtains state information, {IKi}i∈[1,n]
is also disclosed. Thus, we discuss why {IKi}i∈[1,n] is required to derive the stage key. Cohn-
Gordon et al. stated that KDF takes {IKi}i∈[1,n] as input to satisfy partnering. Intuitively,
partnering means that different session and nongroup members cannot derive the same stage
key. Since KDF is modeled as a random oracle, if the output is the same, then the input is

7For example, if no traceability is required, a simple group signature scheme can be implemented by sharing one signature key
pair among the group members. Then, since all members sign a message using the same signing key and the signature is also
verified by the same verification key, the actual signer cannot be identified. Thus, anonymity is provided.
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also the same. Moreover, the probability that a set of public keys T and the current tree key
tk are the same as those of another session is negligible due to the randomness of K. Thus,
in the proposed protocol, {IKi}i∈[1,n] is removed from the KDF input.

We give our proposed protocol as follows.

Setup Phase. We give the setup phase as follows. In addition to (IK,EK) managed by PKI, we introduce
a key pair (PK,DK) of a key private and robust public key encryption, and a key pair (PKh,DKh) of a
hint system.

[Initiator]:

1. Randomly choose a setup key suk ∈ Zp, and compute SUK= gsuk.

2. Obtain other members’ key pairs n−1 {(IKi,EKi,PKi,PK
h
i )}n

i=2 from PKI.

3. Randomly choose K1 ∈ Zp.

4. For (IKi,EKi) (i = 2,3, . . . ,n), locally run the underlying strong one round authenticated key ex-
change protocol Ki← KeyExchange(ik1, IKi,suk,EKi). Here, the initiator indicates ik1 and suk as
secret keys.

5. Compute all public keys associated with nodes in the tree T = (gK1 , . . . ,gK2n−2). Here, the root
node is excluded. Furthermore, delete all secret keys (except K1) (K2, . . . ,K2n−2).

6. Randomly choose a secret key k of a symmetric encryption scheme. Encrypt {(IKi,EKi)}i∈[2,n]
using k, and let Cpk be the ciphertext.

7. Encrypt IK1|| j||k using PK j ( j = 2,3, . . . ,n) where IK1 is regarded as a label and j is position
information. Let CT j be the ciphertext.8

8. Choose r and run (U,H j)←Hint(IK1,PK
h
j ,r) for ( j = 2,3, . . . ,n). Remark that the same r is used

and thus U is a common value for all users.

9. Generate a signature σ on ((IK1,EK1),Cpk,U,{(H j,CT j)} j∈[2,n],SUK,T ) using ik1.

10. Broadcast ((IK1,EK1),Cpk,U,{(H j,CT j)} j∈[2,n],SUK,T ) and σ .

Each user i ∈ [2,n] receives ((IK1,EK1),Cpk,U,{(H j,CT j)} j∈[2,n],SUK,T ) and σ , and runs the follow-
ing procedure.

[User i (i ∈ [2,n])]:

1. Check the validity of σ using the verification key IK1. If σ is not valid, then abort.

2. If σ is valid, run H ← Invert(DKh
i , IK1,U). If H 6= H j for all j = 2,3, . . . ,n, then abort. Let j be

the smallest index such that H = H j. Let IK|| j||k be the decryption result of CT j. If IK|| j||k =⊥,
then abort. If IK 6= IK1, then abort. Otherwise, decrypt Cpk using k and obtain {(IKi,EKi)}i∈[2,n].

3. Run Ki← KeyExchange(iki, IK1,eki,SUK).

4. Compute the tree key tk using Ki and public keys T

8Here, the position j of the user i and the index of the ciphertext do not have to be the same. Here, for the sake of simplicity,
we use the same j for both indexes.
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5. Derive the two stage key mack← KDF(0, tk,T ) and enck← KDF(1, tk,T ).

Key Update Phase. In the key update phase, as in the ART protocol, a user randomly selects K′ ∈ Zp

and computes a set of updated public keys. Since the user has enck and mack, the user encrypts his/her
position information using enck (here, any IND-CPA symmetric encryption scheme can be employed)
and computes a MAC on the ciphertext and the set of updated public keys using mack. The user broad-
casts the MAC, the ciphertext, and the set of updated public keys, locally derives a new tk′ and new
stage keys enck′ and mack′, and removes previous tk, enck, and mack. When group members receive the
MAC, the ciphertext, and the set of updated public keys, they derive a new tk′ and new stage keys enck′

and mack′ and remove the previous tk, enck, and mack if the MAC is valid under mack. Specifically,
each user i ∈ [1,n] runs the procedure described below. Let the current secret key be Ki, and the position
information be j.

[User i (i ∈ [1,n])]:

1. Randomly choose K′i ∈ Zp.

2. Compute public keys on the path (i.e., from the leaf node associated by the user i to the root node).
Here, the public key of the root node is excluded because the secret key of the root node is regarded
as the tree key. Let T ′ be a set of updated public keys.

3. Encrypt j using enck. Let C be the ciphertext.

4. Compute a MAC on C||T ′ using mack, and broadcast the MAC and C||T ′.

5. Remove enck and mack, and derive the new stage keys using the new tree key.

Each user k ∈ [1,n]\{i} receives the MAC and C||T ′, and runs the following procedure.

[User k (k ∈ [1,n]\{i})]:

1. Check the validity of the MAC using mack.

2. If the MAC is valid, then decrypt C and obtain position information j.

3. Remove enck and mack, and derive the new stage keys using the new tree key.

Security: First, we discuss whether or not the proposed modification affects the security of the ART
protocol. A stage key for authentication mack is derived by a hash chain, as in the ART protocol. In the
proposed protocol, a stage key for encryption enck is also derived from a different hash chain. These
stage keys are derived from the previous stage keys (initialized to 0 for mack and 1 for enck, respectively)
and the current tree key. Thus, even if they are disclosed, their impact is the same as that of the ART
protocol. Moreover, enck is not used for authentication. Thus, its disclosure does not affect the PCS
of the ART protocol. Finally, the technique for updating a key is exactly the same as that of the ART
protocol. Therefore, the proposed modification does not affect the FS and PCS in the ART protocol.

Next, we demonstrate that the proposed protocol provides membership privacy. In the setup phase,
a set of public keys of group members {(IKi,EKi)}i∈[2,n] is encrypted. Thus, the ciphertext reveals no
information on these keys. Moreover, due to the key privacy of the underlying public-key encryption
scheme, the ciphertext does not disclose any information, which is used by PKi for encryption. In
addition, due to the anonymity of the hint system, the hint does not disclose any information, which is
used by PKi. In addition, due to the robustness of the underlying public-key encryption scheme and the
hint system, a legitimate group member can decrypt a ciphertext, and the proposed modification does not
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affect the protocol execution. During the key update phase, a user who updates his/her own key, encrypts
his/her position information using a common key (a stage key enck for encryption). Thus, the ciphertext
does not disclose any information about the user who updates a key. We remark that the updated public
keys are randomized due to the randomness of the leaf key. Thus, information about the user who updates
a key is not disclosed by the updated public keys. If the length of a user path is different from that of other
users, the anonymity is not provided because anyone can distinguish whether two users who update the
keys are the same or not. Therefore, a complete binary tree structure is assumed in the proposed protocol.
If the number of group members is not a power of 2, dummy users are added (i.e., in the setup phase,
the initiator selects a leaf secret key Kd for a dummy user d). Alternatively, it might be sufficient to
encrypt T ′ by enck. However, usually encryption does not hide the plaintext size. In this case, padding
is required.

5 Extensions

5.1 Sender-specific Authentication

If a shared common key is used for encryption and authentication, then there is no “cryptographic”
proof of which group member sent a particular message. Based on this sender-specific authentication
issue [36], Cohn-Gordon et al. [7] stated that “We remark that it is easy to extend our design with such
a system; in particular, by rotating and chaining signature keys, we conjecture that it is possible to
achieve this authentication post-compromise.” Here, they implicitly assume that a verification key and a
group member are linked, i.e., they assume that signature verification implies sender identification. We
note that they did not explicitly consider how to link verification keys and group members when these
verification keys are updated.

In the proposed protocol, as in the ART protocol, the group members share the same stage keys, mack
for authentication and enck for encryption. In these protocols, the position information, i.e., which leaf
node is assigned to a user, is unique for each member. Although the position information does not identify
the user, the group members can distinguish which group member (or more precisely which position in
the tree) sent a particular message using the position information. However, this is not a cryptographic
proof for sender-specific authentication. Moreover, proposing an SGM protocol with both membership
privacy and sender-specific authentication is not a trivial task since they are opposite requirements for
each other. As a simple attempt, according to the Cohn-Gordon et al. conjecture, each group member
manages a signing key and a verification key, signs on a message to be sent, and encrypts the signature
and the verification key in addition to the position information. However, there is still an issue on how
to link verification keys and group members when these verification keys are updated.9 The issues on
how to provide sender-specific authentication in the ART protocol and how to simultaneously provide
membership privacy and sender-specific authentication in the proposed protocol is left as a future work.

5.2 Dynamic Groups

Usually, users may join or leave the group after the initial setup phase. Cohn-Gordon et al. [7] stated
that “In general, since we build on tree-based ideas, our design can support join and leave operations
using standard techniques.”, and they cited [38]. However, they did not provide a way to share a stage
key. In the setup phase, the first stage key can be derived if the first tree key can be derived because the
initial stage key is 0. However, after the setup phase, a stage key is derived from the current tree key
and the previous stage key. Thus, when a user joins the group, it is necessary to consider how to share

9Ratcheting digital signatures [37] might be employed.
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the last stage key. Moreover, in the proposed protocol, we employ a complete binary tree. Therefore,
it is necessary to consider how a user joins or leaves the group without modifying the underlying tree
structure.

First, we examine how a user joins the group after the setup phase in the proposed protocol is com-
pleted. Basically, a key shared by a strong one-round authenticated key exchange protocol is utilized
to encrypt the last stage keys, mack and enck. For simplicity, we set the maximum number of group
members in the setup phase, where nmax = 2m for some positive integer m. Since we employ a complete
binary tree structure, we assume that there are dummy users not been assigned to actual users.

[Initiator]:

1. Choose a leaf that a dummy user is assigned.

2. As in the setup phase, locally run a strong one round authenticated key exchange protocol between
the initiator and the user to be joined, and generate a key (say K).

3. Encrypt the current mack and enck and position information of the user using the shared key K.

4. Send the ciphertext to the user

[The User to be Joined]:

1. Receive the ciphertext from the initiator.

2. Locally run the strong one round authenticated key exchange protocol between the initiator and
the user, and generate a key (say K).

3. Decrypt the ciphertext using K, and obtain mack, enck, and position information.

4. Update the key K as in the key update phase. Since a MAC is generated on the message to be sent
using mack, other group members accept the key update.

To provide membership privacy, when a key is shared by a strong one-round authenticated key exchange
protocol and is used for encryption, it is necessary to assume that the ciphertext does not disclose any
information on which (IK,EK) is used for the key exchange protocol. Since a shared key is indistin-
guishable from a random value due to the security requirement of a strong one-round authenticated key
exchange protocol, the ciphertext is generated by a random key. Thus, intuitively, the ciphertext does not
reveal such information. However, more formal discussion and analysis is required on this issue.

Next, we examine how a user leaves the group. Basically, the initiator updates the key of the user to
be leaving the group and assigns a dummy user to the position of the user leaving the group.

[Initiator]:

1. Randomly choose a key K as a secret key of the dummy user.

2. As in the key update phase, compute a set of updated public keys, encrypt position information
using enck, compute a MAC on the ciphertext and the set of updated public keys using mack.

3. Broadcasts the MAC, the ciphertext, and the set of updated public keys.

4. Locally derive new tk′ and new stage keys enck′ and mack′, and remove previous tk, enck, and
mack.

Note that the user to be leaving the group also has enck. Thus, the user can also decrypt the ciphertext.
However, the user does not know the key K selected by the initiator. Thus, the user cannot derive the tree
key. Therefore, the user leaves the group.
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5.3 Group-size Hiding

We discuss group-size hiding. In the proposed protocol, the initiator broadcasts ((IK1,EK1),Cpk,U,
{(H j,CT j)} j∈[2,n],SUK,T ). Thus, the group size n is disclosed. Since the maximum number of group
members is set to nmax = 2m for some positive integer m, one simple solution is to add ciphertexts for
dummy users {(H j,CT j)} j∈[2,nmax]. Then, the actual group size n is hidden, although nmax is disclosed.
For dynamic groups, the number of members left the group (e.g., the number of users who quit a service)
is negative information.10 We expect that the number of the members left the group is not revealed since
the initiator just updates a key, instead of the users about to leave. More precisely, the information that
the number of members left is less than the number of key updates is disclosed. On the other hand, when
a user joins a group, the initiator sends a ciphertext to the user for sharing mack, enck, and position
information. Thus, the number of users of the group after the setup phase is disclosed by the number of
such ciphertexts. This means that just adding dummy users [18] in the group signature context does not
work well in the SGM context. Techniques for hiding the group size are left as a future work.

5.4 Membership Privacy for Group Members

Our main goal is to provide membership privacy from the viewpoint of non group members. In addition,
it would be better to discuss membership privacy for group members which may be useful in some cases
where group members also do not know who the other group members are (except the initiator). For
example, in the online symposium scenario, the organizer setups the protocol as the initiator, and group
members are participants of the symposium. Then, it may be not always necessary to know who the other
participants are. (BTW, Chase et al. [15] do not consider this case). In the proposed protocol, the initiator
sends a ciphertext of {(IKi,EKi)}i∈[2,n] to group members, and they know who the other members are
from {(IKi,EKi)}i∈[2,n]. Since we have removed {IKi}i∈[1,n] from the input of KDF, and members can
generate a key via a strong one round authenticated key exchange protocol if they know (IK1,EK1), our
protocol works well even if {(IKi,EKi)}i∈[2,n] is not sent to group members. Concretely, the initiator
encrypts IK1|| j using PK j ( j = 2,3, . . . ,n), and let CT j be the ciphertext, and generates a signature σ

on ((IK1,EK1),U,{(H j,CT j)} j∈[2,n],SUK,T ) using ik1. We remark that anonymity does not hold since
a user who updates a key sends position information which can be used for distinguishing whether two
key updates are run by the same user or not. That is, the modified protocol provides “pseudonymity” for
group members where each user is linkable via key update, and still provides membership privacy from
the viewpoint of non group members.

5.5 How to Adopt our Technique to the MLS protocol

The ART protocol, which is our main target, has been updated and currently is known as the Messaging
Layer Security (MLS) protocol. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has created a working
group, and has discussed the MLS protocol. The security of MLS Draft 11 has been analyzed in [40] and
currently (September 8, 2022), Draft 16 is the newest version [41]. In this section, we discuss whether
our technique to provide membership privacy to the ART protocol can also be adopted for the MLS
protocol.

As the main difference, in ART a user who updates a key does not have to know other members (i.e.,
the user notices own position information and updated public keys), whereas in MLS, or rather TreeKEM,
a user who updates a key encrypts secret values assigned to nodes using public keys of other users. That
is, the user needs to know other group members explicitly. This seems there is no way to provide

10In the group signature context, it has been discussed that one may guess the reason behind such circumstances, and this may
lead to harmful rumors [39].
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membership privacy for group members. However, providing membership privacy from the viewpoint
of non group members may be possible. First of all, the underlying Key Encapsulation Mechanism
(KEM) scheme is required to be key-private, i.e., no information which public key is used for encryption
is revealed from the ciphertext. However, it is not sufficient to provide membership privacy since if
state information is revealed to an adversary, then the adversary knows membership information which
is necessary to compute ciphertexts of node secret keys as above. One possible way is to introduce a
common encryption key as in our protocol. Let assume that all KEM public keys are managed by the
PKI, and each user knows who the group members are (simply, a group member list containing position
information). When a user updates a key, then the user picks public keys from the PKI according to the
list, and computes ciphertexts as usual. Then, using the common encryption key, the user encrypts the
list, and broadcasts ciphertexts. Moreover, the user removes the list as in the previous secret keys, and
updates the common encryption key using the new tree key as in our protocol. If a recipient of ciphertexts
is a group member, then the member knows the common encryption key. Thus, the member can obtain
the list, and know node secret values. If state information is revealed to an adversary, then the list is also
revealed. However, if a user updates a key without involving the adversary, and if the group is dynamic
(i.e., the list is modified), then still membership privacy is provided in the sense that the current list is
not revealed to the adversary. Of course, the difference between the revealed list and the unrevealed list
is just hidden, and it seems not sufficient to provide membership privacy as in the ART protocol. Further
discussion and analysis are desired.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce membership privacy, which hides the participants and also the participant
who sends a message, and add membership privacy to the Asynchronous Ratcheting Trees (ART) pro-
tocol. Our modification maintains the FS and PCS capabilities of the original ART protocol, and adds
membership privacy to the ART protocol with a quite small overhead.

In the Cohn-Gordon et al. paper, the security of an unauthorized version of the protocol was analyzed.
Thus, providing membership privacy by directly extending this model is not a trivial task. In fact, it is
difficult to provide formal security models for secure (group) messaging protocols. Alwen et al. [9]
proposed a formal security model for SGM, but no initiator was specified, unlike the ART protocol and
our protocol. Giving an extension of the Alwan et al. security model to provide membership privacy
is left as a future work. After our work, Dowling et al. [42] introduced strongly anonymous ratcheted
key exchange, and they claimed that their anonymity notion is stronger than our membership privacy.
Considering their notion is also an interesting future work. Cremers et al. [37] analyzed a case when a
user participates in multiple groups. They showed that SGM such as ART and MLS provide significantly
weaker PCS guarantees than Pairwise Signal, and considered global updates using PCS signatures that
allows ART and MLS to achieve substantially stronger PCS guarantees. Considering Cremers et al.
technique with membership privacy is also an interesting future work.
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